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Fuel & Energy Risk Management

Risk Disclosure
In business where risk is ever-present, it’s intelligence that makes
the difference between ordinary and extraordinary results. With a
firm foundation in fundamental risk management and a
commitment to superior performance, HedgeRight Energy
Solutions LLC is a premier innovator of tailored corporate hedging
programs for energy/commodity price risk. Our goal is to deliver
sound risk management strategies that help our clients minimize
risk and maximize profits.
Risk Disclosure Statement

This data and these comments are provided for information
purposes only. Although all information is believed to be reliable,
we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Commodity
trading involves risk, and you should fully understand those risks
before trading. This presentation and material represents the
opinion of HedgeRight personnel.
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Agenda: Hedging, A Better Way To Sell Oil
 HedgeRight Energy Solutions LLC Introduction
 Discuss consulting & futures brokerage operations for clients
 Hedging Concept: What is it and why is it used?

 Hedging Basics, Strategies & Examples
 Discuss the use of futures and options in hedging oil prices
 Walk through typical structures for hedging oil production

 Hedging is Management: Why should I hedge?
 How you should think about hedging. How can I apply it?
 Things to consider and Rules of Hedge By – from experience

 Thoughts, Observations, and Advice for Beginners
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HedgeRight Energy Solutions LLC
HedgeRight Energy - Consulting & Energy Brokerage
Founded in 2009. Licensed AP since 2004 & registered Commodity
Trading Advisor (CTA) with the National Futures Association (NFA)
and CFTC. In addition to energy management consulting, HedgeRight
is a full-service broker for on-exchange futures and options contracts
(CME, NYMEX) in energy commodities, helping companies better
manage their overall energy costs using these tools and client-tailored
strategies. We also provide OTC derivative swaps clearing for
qualified clients.
Commodities Managed & Hedged: Crude oil, HO and ULSD, RBOB
and unleaded gasoline, propane, natural gas, jet fuel, bunker fuel
(ocean), ethanol, bio-diesel, and any fuel surcharge associated with
these fuels (ocean, rail, truck, or air freight fuel surcharges).
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HedgeRight Energy: Reports and Analysis
Department of Energy Storage Report
HedgeRight's Department of Energy (DOE) Report is a publication
generated from the government’s weekly release of crude oil,
gasoline, and distillate (diesel) inventory, production, and demand
figures each Wednesday. This report is the fundamental foundation
for the U.S. oil market, and it’s this report and our associated
commentary and analysis that will provide the basis of our
domestic fundamental view on oil markets.

Natural Gas Report
The Natural Gas Report is weekly publication that provides
commentary and analysis on the government’s inventory report,
released on Thursday’s, as well as production and demand figures
and historical relationships. This ever-expanding report represents
the core of our fundamental data domestically for the NG market,
providing critical S&D information for a rapidly changing gas
market.
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HedgeRight Energy: More Reports & Analysis
Propane Storage Report
HedgeRight’s Propane Report is a publication generated from the
government’s weekly release of propane inventory, production, and
demand figures each Wednesday. This report is the fundamental
foundation for the U.S. propane market, and it’s this report and our
associated commentary and analysis that will provide the basis of
our domestic fundamental view on Mt. Belv., Conway, and
Hattiesburg propane markets in the U.S.

Energy Commentary and Additional Reports/Studies
 Morning MarketView – weekly energy commentary & analysis
 Price Probability Distribution Report – historical price tracker
 Seasonal Report – historical energy seasonals vs. current year
 Volatility Report – daily, weekly, monthly measures of volatility
 Fund Position Report – weekly review of speculative positions
 Weather Report – Climate Prediction Center forecasts (old & new)
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Hedging: A Better Way to Sell/Price Oil
Hedging – The Hedging Concept
 Hedging – ‘A Hate Story’……
 Hedging only works where there is physical price exposure.
 Main goal of hedging is to create ‘known outcomes’ that can be
managed by your business on an ongoing basis.

Reality about Hedging Oil Price Risk and You





Without hedging, you have 100% oil price risk.
Hedging is simply a better way to sell oil and manage prices.
Doing nothing is the single riskiest thing you can do.
If it can be managed – it should be! Or it will manage you!
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Hedging: Using Futures to Manage Risk
 Definition – Hedging: the attempt to mitigate risk that
already exists. In most cases that is represented by physical
commodity inputs you must buy/sell to operate your business.
 Betting: The creation of risk where none existed before.
 Speculating: The assumption of risk that already exists.

 Futures contracts exist because they have an underlying
economic purpose where risk can be transferred and prices can
be discovered. First used for eggs & wheat (flour) in Chicago.
 Gambling results in no price discovery, and no transfer of
risk, just wealth transfer.
Hedging = Risk Management in Commodities
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Hedging: Why a Company Should Hedge?
Companies use hedging for a variety of reasons based on their
particular business. Always used to reduce price risk/volatility.
 Producers use it to forward sell products, lock in margin.
 Retailers/Marketers use it to manage margins and as a
way to enhance customer offerings.
 End-users use it to control costs and meet budget.
In simplest terms, all a hedge represents is a contract to ‘do’
today what you can’t do in the physical market (buy or sell).
You are just substituting a physical oil contract for a futures
contract which will track along with the underlying commodity
over time. As your physical sale price of oil falls, the value of
your sold futures contract rises (offsetting its financial impact).
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Energy Hedging – Futures & Options 101
Basics of Futures: Futures Hedging
 Futures + Basis = Cash (Wholesale, i.e. Kansas Common)
 It’s a ‘zero-sum game’, matching physical oil and hedge.
 Margin money required. Good faith, down money

Basics of Options: Options Hedging
 Strikes, Underlying futures, Premiums, Puts, Calls
 Buying the ‘right to own’ if in best interest – insurance-like.

Basics of Over-the-Counter (OTC): Derivatives Hedging
 Swaps, Swaptions, Types (Financial, Asian, European)
 Examples of OTC Structures (DOE swaps, ULSD basis)
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Oil Hedging Structures – Fixed Forwards
 Fixed Forwards – Locked Forward Future Prices
 These are straight swaps that lock in a specific price.
 Similar to a normal supplier negotiated flat price contract.
Only difference is that it's made in the futures market
anonymously against a given index. (WTI)
 No premiums involved, just a transaction cost (commission).
 Example: $65.00 Crude + $-5.00 Oil Basis = $60.00 Cash
Looking to control the crude ‘futures’ component of pricing.
Only risk is movement in the oil basis component (ex. NYMEX
WTI vs. Kansas Common)
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Oil Hedging Structures – Long Calls, Puts
 Caps/Floors – Cap or Floor on Future Prices
 These are call or put options that effectively place a cap or
floor price on the oil you sell, allowing you to still benefit if oil
moves higher than today. Think insurance! Price control!
 Provides a “meet or beat” budget solution. Win - Win
 Requires a premium payment; can be expensive (drawback)
 Example: $70/bbl Jan’23 Put for $4/bbl = $66 Floor (net)

 Environment of Use
 When prices are at extremes but still susceptible to big moves.
 Percentage varies based on corporate goals and market
environment. Can be defensive or offensive in use.
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Oil Hedging Structures – Collars, Min/Max
 Collars (Min/Max) – Range-bound Future Prices
 These are options paired together to create a cap and a floor
together on realized prices. Prices are variable within a range.
 Provides the benefits of a floor while allowing for a
measured amount of participation if the market trends higher.
 Requires a smaller premium payment than caps/floors.
 Example: $62/bbl Market - $50 Floor/$70 Cap / Cost $1/bbl

 Environment of Use
 When prices are advantageous for the company, but further
gains are likely. Cheaper structure and can actively manage.
 Can be up to half of hedged position depending on price,
premium cost, and market conditions. Primary hedging strategy.
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Oil Hedging Structures – Option Spreads
 Put/Call Spreads – Range-bound Future Prices
 These are options paired together to create a range-bound
pricing strategy in one direction. Prices are variable in the range.
 Provides the benefits of a cap/floor while allowing for a
measured amount of participation to a certain point. Limited.
 Requires a smaller premium payment than caps/floors.
 Example: $70/bbl Mkt - $60 Floor/$50 Floor-Off Cost $2/bbl

 Environment of Use
 When prices are advantageous for the company, but a rangebound move is likely. Cheaper structure; can actively manage.
 Can vary depending on strategy. Can be defensive or
offensive based on price, premium cost, and market conditions.
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Hedging Oil: Customized Future Oil Sales
Hedging by definition is an offsetting function to a physical
commodity exposure. In a simple fix price hedge, it’s a zero-sum
outcome that’s known in advance.
 Must match the physical price with the futures contract
results at maturity. One, without the other, is not a hedge!
 As oil and gas producers, you inherently own physical oil
(called long the cash) making you short hedgers. You sell
futures contracts to protect future physical oil price sales.
 You are trying to do with futures what you wish you could
do with your oil and gas buyers, today (for future
production). Futures markets are a ‘customizable customer’
to be utilized for oil pricing purposes; oil risk management.
 In a true hedge, the end performance/results are known.
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Energy Hedging – It Can Be Managed Better
 If it can be managed…….it should be. Period!
 Futures and options are nothing more than tools to help
manage price exposure to energy commodities. How you use
them will depend on a lot of things. Be prepared, be proactive.
 There is no right answer – just better management. It’s all
about balancing risks & rewards.

 Easy concept; just don’t get lost in the weeds
 Energy hedging is just a substitute sale of that oil.
 When in doubt, do less or use a more conservative structures.

 Don’t forget to match the physical with the financial
 When you’re hedging remember it’s a relationship between
your physical priced exposure and your futures contract value.
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Hedging Oil: Things to Consider Beforehand
Hedging requires some decision-making on the part of the
producer. The answers to these questions changes with every
producer and each year’s market conditions.
 Primary goal of your hedging program (currently)?
 How long a duration to hedge or sell forward?
 How much? What percentage of total to hedge?
 What kind of pricing contract? Futures or options? Fixed
or Floating? Oil price floors with or without capped upside?
Settlement terms – average vs. single-settle, monthly or other?
 Margining needs and excess funds; capital requirements?
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Hedging Advice: Rules to Hedge By
 Hedging Psychology - Rules of Thumb
My advice for those of you hedging or beginning to hedge –
‘from experience’.
 When in doubt, do less or a shorter time frame; but do it!
 Sell 10% to benchmark – hedging is very psychological.
 Most hedges are winners and losers before maturity.
 Sometimes the best hedge is ‘no hedge at all’.
 Don’t get caught in the weeds – be prepared and proactive.
 There’s no ‘right answers’ or homeruns in hedging, just
better management. It’s about balancing risks & rewards.
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Thank You!
"In any moment of decision the best
thing you can do is the right thing, the
next best thing is the wrong thing, and
the worst thing you can do is nothing."
- Teddy Roosevelt
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Risk Disclosure……The Big One!
Required Disclosure Statement:

Due to implementation of the “Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
of 2010” please consider this addition to previous disclaimer statements: This
material should be construed as a solicitation of an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy the derivative(s) noted in any jurisdiction
where such an offer or solicitation would be legal.
This data and these comments are provided for informational purposes
only. Although all information is believed to be reliable, we cannot guarantee its
accuracy or completeness. All observations of economic, political and/or market
conditions are not intended to refer to any particular trading strategy,
promotional element or quality of service provided by HedgeRight, and should
be construed as market commentary. All recommendations to buy or sell a
specific derivative or forecasting statements regarding market activity and the
pricing thereof should be construed as a solicitation in any jurisdiction in where
such an offer or solicitation would be legal. Commodity trading involves risk,
and you should fully understand those risks before trading. Any reference to
past performance is not indicative of future results. This email and material
represents the opinion of HedgeRight personnel. HedgeRight is not responsible
for any redistribution of this material by third parties, or any trading decisions
taken by persons not intended to view this material.
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